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lnstructions for completing the nomination form are avaitable at:

Nominations not complying with fhose instructions and
fhose found below will be considered incomplete and cannot be accepted

A. State(s) PaÉy(ies)

For multi-national nominations, Sfafes Parties should be tisted in the order on which they have mutually agreed.

B. Name of the element

B.1. Name of the element in English or French
lndicate the official name of the element that wiil appear in pubtished material.

B.2.Name of the element in the language and script of the community concerned, if
applicable

lndicate the official name of the element in the vemacular language, corresponding to its official name in Engtish or
French (point 8.1).

B.3. Other nanre(s) of the element, if any
ln addition to the ctfficial name(s) of the element (point 8.1), mention alternate name(s), if any, by which the element is
known.

Not to exceed 200 characters

Not to exceed 200 characters
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C. Name of the communities, groups or, if applicable, individuals concerned

ldentify clearly onte or several communities, groups or, if applicable, individuats concerned with the nominated element.

D. Geographical location and range of the element

ProvÌde information on the distibution of the element within the territory@s) of the submitting Sfafe(s), indicating if
posslb/e the location(s) in whÌch it is centred. Nominations should concentrate on the situation of the element within the
territoies of the submitting States, while acknowledging the existence of same or similar elements outside their
territoies, and submiftÌng Sfafes should not refer to the viability of such intangibte cultural heritage outside their
territoies or chariacteize the safeguarding effotls of other Sfafes.

E. Domain(s) represented by the element

Tick one or more boxes fo identify the domain(s) of intangible cultural heitage manifested by the element, which might
include one or more of the domains identified in Article 2.2 of the Convention. tf you tick 'others', specify the domain(s)
in brackets.

n oral trarjitions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage

! perfornring arts

X social prractices, rituals and festive events

I knowlerjge and practices concerning nature and the universe

n traditional craftsmanship

! othe(s) ( )

Not to exceed 1 50 words

The commurrities crossed by the network of tratturi hold, hand down and enhance in multiple
ways the intetngible cultural heritage linked to the millenary practice of Transhumance. Despite
currently just a single family, the Colantuono, is left to make this practice still relevant today, all
the communities crossed by the caravan of shepherds and oxen have been sharing social and
cultural valu,es and the sense of belonging of Transhumance. The memebers of these
communities share also experiences, skills, and the knowledge about the modes and the
peculiar typical roles of the practice of Transhumance, of its transmission and recall; they also
decided to work together to ensure the safeguard of this practice, in particular through the
activities of some local groups: Agenzia di Sviluppo Rurale Molise Gruppo di Azione Locale A.
SVl. R. MOLI. GAL scrl; Consorzio GAL Gran Sasso Velino; GAL c.s.r. Marmo Melandro; GAL
Alto Tammaro Terra deiTratturi; GAL Gargano.

Not to exceed 150 words

Developed since ancient times throughout the Mediterranean and southern Europe (Portugal,
Spain, France, Austrian Alps, Romania Greece) and especially in central and southern ltaly,
Transhumance took place along a network of peculiar grass paths that allowed to shepherd to
lead the flockt; from the mountain pastures of the Apennines to the plains of Apulia. This close
net of paths spreads in five Regions (Abruzzo, Molise, Campania, Apulia, Basilicata ), 6
Provinces (L'ftquila, lsernia, Campobasso, Benevento, Avellino, Foggia and Potenza) and 39
municipalities. Many towns and villages, communities, groups and individuals keep the
knowledge related to the practice of Transhumance. The 5 main routes (from Abruzzo to Apulia)
are State-property owned grass paths 111 meters wide called Regi Tratturi: the Tratturo Magno
has two branches L'Aquila-Foggia (244 Km) and Cinturelli-Montesecco (120 km), the Celano-
Foggia (207 Km), the Pescasseroli-Candela (211 Km), Castel di Sangro-Lucera (127 Km).
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F. Contact person for correspondence

F.1. Designated contact person

Provide the nam,e, address and other contact information of a single person responsible for all correspondence
concerning the nomination. For multi-national nominations provide complete contact information for one person
designated by fher Sfafes Pafties as the main contact person for all correspondence relating to the nomination.

Title (Ms/Mr, etc.): Mr

Family name: Di Niro

Given name: Nicola

Institution/position: Coordinator of the application project for Transhumance /GAL A. SVl. R.
MOLI. GAL scrl

Address: Via G. B. Vico, 4 -86100 Campobasso

Telephone number: 0039.0874.699461

E-mail addrerss: asvir@moligal.eu; nicoldin@alice.it

Other relevant Autorità di Gestione Regione Molise
information: 

soggetto referente della coope razione: Dr. Antonio Francioni

adresse: Via Genova, 11

telephone: 087 4.31 4700/ fax 087 4.477 947

e-mail : direzionefp@reg ione. molise. it

F.2. Other contact persons (for multi-national files only)
Provide below ca'mplete contact information for one person in each submifting State, other than the primary contact
person identified,a bove.
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1. ldentification and definition of the element

For Criterion U.'1 , the Sfafes sha// demonstrate that 'the element constitutes intangible cultural heitage as defined in
Article 2 of the Convention'.

This section shotrld address all the significant features of the elemenf as lf exisfs at present, and should include:

a. an explanation of its social functions and cultural meanings today, within and for its community,

b. the characteistics of the bearers and practitioners of the element,

c. any specific roles or categories of persons with special responsibilities fowards the element,

d. the r:urrent modes of transmission of the knowledge and skilts related to the element.

The Commiftee should receive sufficient information to determine:

a. that the element is among the 'practices, representations, expresslo ns, knowledge, sk//s - as well as the
instruments, objects, aftefacts and culturalspaces assocr,afed therewith -';b. 'that communities, groups and, in so/??e cases, individuals recognize [it] as part of their cultural heitage';

c. that it is being 'transmitted from generation to generation, [and] is constantly recreated by communities
and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with nature and their histoty';

d. that it provides communities and groups involved with 'a sense of identity and continuity'; and

e. that it is not incompatible with 'existing international human rights instrumenfs as well as with the
requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and individuals, and of sustainable
development'.

Overly technical descriptions should be avoided and submitting Sfafes should keep in mind that this section must
explain the element to readers who have no prior knowtedge or direct expeience of it. Nomination fites need not
address in detail the history of the element, or its oigin or antiquity.

Not fewer than 750 or more than 1,000 words

- Description:

Transhumance is the pastoral practice consisting in the seasonal and alternative migration of
groups of animals (cattle and sheep) between two geographical and climatic regións along
steady routes known as "tratturi". Large flocks, even of thousands of animals larmenti), divideó
into smaller groups (morre) are carried out by groups of people and pack animals along the
"tratturi" from llhe early hours of dawn. The train is leaded by mules carrying nets for the feóces,
curtains, blank,ets, food supplies and tools to make cheese.

- Characters of the bearers and the practitioners:

The complexity of the entire organization and the richness of meanings and practices of
Transhumance allow to identify the bearers of this intangible cultural heritage in every community
that preserve traditions, skills, and roles carried out during the different stages of lhe practice.
Indeed it has to be considered that a huge staff is required to support thé movement of the
animals, their lhospitalization, the daily count, the milking and the making of cheese; and also that
women and young people in the villages await the passing of Transhumance, preparing
celebrations and rituals, feasts and exchange of food and other artifacts.

- Roles with splecial responsability:

Among the main figures with special tasks during the practice of Transhumance there is the
particularly imporlant role of:

"Massaro di pecore", chief shepherd of a large herd;

"Sottomassarcr" who supports the Massaro with his tasks;

the shepherds who care and lead the cattle during Transhumance,

"BUTTERI", men on horseback in charge of the care of the animals, aided by the "Butteracchio";

"Pastorecchi", young men in charge of guarding the catfle;

"Carosatore" who is in charge of the sheep shearing;

"Casciaro" in charge of making cheese;
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"Guaglione", a young boy charged with the most humble menials jobs.

- Social and cultural functions and meaning of the element; modes of transmission:

Although Transhumance is currently a practice falling into decline, in the concerned territories
there are still scattered groups of shepherds who follow the path of Transhumance along the
Tratturi. The transmission of the practice takes place on two levels: on the one hand, through the
daily activities the Massaro transmits to the young Pastoricchio the details of the practice; on the
other hand, during the passing in the villages, through the moments of sharing and celebration
which becomer the ideal place for the transmission of the identity and the social values of the
practice. Redrscovering the Transhumance, therefore, means rediscovering the role of the
shepherd, who represents and teaches the natural link between man and nature; indeed it is in
the rural housings of the ancient families of shepherds that today it is still possible to follow the
milk processirrg and the production of different types of cheese; at the same time in the high
pastures it is possible to witness the milking (both traditional hand milking and machine milking).

As already mentioned, the practice of Transhumance gave also birth over the centuries to
religious and popular traditions which in turn influenced the development of the villages involved
by Transhumance paths, the rise of monuments and places of worship, and the promotion of ar1
and culture in general. A clear example is represented by the art of wood carving, practiced by
shepherds during the breaks from the crossing, which is now a traditional knoledge to preserve
and pass on to future generations.

The areas once affected by Transhumance now host new economic activities and transhumant
sheep farming has been replaced by sedentary activities integrated with agriculture. Dispite this,
the cultural heritage of the territory still exists: this ancient heritage made a mark in the cultural
sphere from atrchitecture to literature, toponymy, gastronomy, music and crafts. ln the actual
economic scenario based mainly on tourism, the "tratturi" paths represent a huge asset
combining natural resources (different landscapes, biodiversity, flora, fauna) to cultural resources
(as they are strongly linked to material objects, like vintage equipment such as stepping stones,
fountains, chapels, taverns, dry stone walls, boundary walls and more), and to social resources,
(like in small authentic villages untouched by tourism, still relying on the trade of cheese, fleeces
and meat of sheep) when the shepherds were standing nearby the villages.

The many communities involved in this practice have been sharing a strong sense of identity that
binds themselrres through mutual respect, cooperation and joint efforls in the safeguarding of the
millenary valur:s to transmit to future generations. In particular, from from a social point of view
the Transhum,ance plays a key role in supporting small economies in the villages of the inland
areas through which the "tratturi" paths runs as they are facing massive depopulation: the
element promotes the integration of people from different places and cultures as well as the
cooperation during some of the most complex phases of the practice itself. Transhumance allows
each day to its practitioners to rediscover the values of sharing and solidarity, since it is based on
the exchange of experiences and cultural values, which find their synthesis in the community
moments of togetherness: in the fields and during the march it conveys the sense of belonging to
nature and cosmos, the renewal of ancestral ties, the perpetuation of historical elements and the
comparison arnong cultures.

No aspect of l.he practice of Transhumance appears to be in contrast with fundamental human
rights, mentioned in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the fundamental rules of
peaceful coexistence. Each event and celebration, without sacrificing the traditional rules that
characterize it, is based on fundamental principles such as freedom of participation, equality of
individuals ancl oppotlunities, spirit of solidarity and brotherhood and respect for human dignity.

Moreover, Transhumance is the more extensive and sustainable breeding activity that can be
practiced, as well as it plays a vital role in supporting the preservation of the environment, as it
promotes the use easily renewable natural resources for feeding the animals; preserves pastures
by the natural process of brushwood encroaching, avoiding the risk of fire fire. In addition to the
fundamental environmental component, the contribution to the sustainability of Transhumance is
also represenlled by its methods of execution: it requires low investment cost; it uses mobile
facilities that do not impact on environement and taht are primarily designed with natural material
easy to find; it also enables the production and the commerce of local high quality food.
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2. Need for urgent safeguarding

For Criterion U.2, the Sfafes sha// demonstrate that'the element is in urgent need of safeguarding because its viabitity
is at isk despite I'he efforts of the community, group or, Ìf applicable, individuals and State(s) Parfy(ies) concemed'.

Describe the current level of viability of the element, particularly the frequency and extent of its practice, the strength of
traditional modes of its transmission, the demographics of its practitioners and audiences and its sustainabitity.

ldentify and descibe the threats to the element's continued transmission and enactment and describe the seveity and
immediacy of fhose threats. The threats described here should be specific to the element concemed, not geneic
factors that woulcl be applicable to any intangible heritage.

Not fewer than 750 or more than 1,000 words

ln the Apenniine area of ltaly, especially in Abruzzo and in the neighboring regions, cattle-
breeding and Transhumance have been throughout the centuries the leading sectors of
economy, affecting also political, cultural and social fields. In fact, more or less remote areas
have come into contact with each other, thus promoting the mutual exchange of elements of
popular culture such as religious beliefs, music, traditions, language and in general all the
aspects of daiily life which are now elements of both tangible and intangible knowledge. In the
last century the traditional practice of the Transhumance is been losing its frequency because of
the following elements.

After World War ll shepherds and their flocks started to be permanent and cattle-breeding started
to be practiserl into farms, also allowing the use of modern machines, e.g. the machine milking.
Later, in the 60's and the 70's the wave of modernization ran over small towns and villages
causing a massive depopulation of the areas interested by the traditional practice (small villages,
mountain vallelys and highlands) and a complementary urbanizations of the cities nearby took
place.

Furthermore rnany of the bearers are now elderly with few successors for passing on their
knowledge. In fact there are only very few individuals still practicing Transhumance, like in the
case of the Colantuono family.

Modern zooter:hnics led to intensive breeding practised direclty in the farms. This type of pastoral
farming is wiclely spread today because it allows a more efficient time management and a
considerable energy saving. Another trend that is seriously threatening the element is the
progressive trilnsformation of the natural environment to meet human needs ("antropizzazione");
this is happening to the detriment of the Transhumance and the natural landscape and
biodiversity of the territories involved.

Linked to the previous threats there is another important factor to be mentioned: many areas
where today the Transhumance takes place have been recently declared suitable for building by
the local administrations so that many fields and paths are constantly replaced by buildings and
industrial agglomerate. For this reason, the last shepherds left and their flocks are facing a
progressive difficulty to find the millenary paths where their fathers used to practice the
Transhumance.

However urbanization and globalization also caused an unexpected reaction: the risk of
cancellation of the ancient cultural identities, extinguishing the economy and traditional crafts,
breaking the chains of family and community is been driving a small army of researchers,
collectors and enthusiasts to a spontaneous minute action of collecting the objects of material life
and written, visual and audio documents related to the Transhumance. The recovery and
cataloging of these finds gave birth to a network of museums of rural culture, ads and popular
traditions, to modern "eco-museums" linking heritage, territories and communities. The
phenomenon is supported by the financial aid and management of local authorities. Indeed, the
land of "tratturi" paths and Transhumance, modeled on the mountains and plains of Puglia,
Basilicata, Molise, Lazio and Abruzzo, is now dotted with a network of small museums dedicated
to the life of the shepherds and the economy of production of dairy products. Even in smaller
towns culture Councillors support a myriad of initiatives promoting the importance of handing
down the Tranrshumance, addressed to the population and also to those who left the countryside
to move to the cities.

It is necessaly to strengthen the awareness of the richness of this intangible cultural heritage as
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well as enhan(]ing the many initiatives that the various local communities continue to support with
increasing difficulties in order to avoid the risk of extinction of the practice of the Transhumance.
The inscription of the element on the Urgent Safeguarding List would contribute not only to the
international 'uisibility of practices with common roots, but it could be also an important
contribution to the development of the culture of Transhumance, to promote intercultural dialogue
on issues such as rural territory, landscape, tourism, crafts, history and culture of a world that is
based on rural life. The inscription in the UNESCO List could also highlight the important work
that transnational cooperation is doing in the field of culture: a great example of how dialogue
and awareness of cultural diversity can trigger intercultural exchanges on the basis of mutual
respect with the aim of protecting the common cultural roots of all the countries involved.

3. Safeguardingmeasures

For Criterion U.3, the Sfafes sha// demonstrate that 'safeguarding measures are elaborated that may enable the
community, group or, if applicable, individuals concerned to continue the practice and transmission of the element'.
The nomination .should include sufficient information to permit the evaluation body and Committee fo assess fhe
'feasibility and sufficiency of the safeguarding plan'.

3.a. Past and current efforts to safeguard the element
The feasibility of 'safeguarding depends in large parf on the aspirations and commitment of the community, group or, if
applicable, individuals concerned. Descibe past and current effotts of the concerned communities, groups or, if
applicable, indivicluals to ensure the viability of the element.

Describe a/so pasf and current efforts of the concerned Sfafe(s) Pafty(ies) to safeguard the element, taking note of
extemal or intemizl constraints, such as limited resources.

Not fewer than 300 or more than 500 words

Several actions of safeguard have been put in place and carried out by communities, groups or
individuals in the territories concerned and in different fields:

- Art and entertainment: the production of films and shows like the exhibition "Sheep of Campo
lmperatore", tlìat has been organized by the Chamber of Commerce of L'Aquila for 56 years with
15,000 sheeps and a large attendance of public (10,000 spectators); the prize "Silver Bullion",
has been orgetnized by the Municipality of Castel del Monte for 10 years awarding personalities
who have prornoted the values of pastern culture (photographers, musicians, filmmakers, writers,
chefs); the Phrcto Award for schools organized by the City of Lanciano; many religious feasts and
festivals; the participation at the opening of the 2005 Cannes Film Festival; the parlicipation at
radio and Tv shows, such as Radio 2 (Caterpillar) and sKY TV (Unti e Bisunti).

- Crafts: promrction of local crafts through laboratories dedicated to the know-how of the pastoral
world, such as "Vie dei Tratturi", a project launched by the Chambers of Commerce of the
Regions involved by the Transhumance;

- Environment: actions aiming at spreading the knowledge of the biodiversity of the territory and
of the pastoral landscapes; the State Forestry Corps of L'Aquila launched a project for the
reclamation and the implementation of a section of the "Regio Tratturo" linking L'Aquila to
Foggia, thanks to the financial support from the Abruzzo Region;

- Tourism: the establishment of local museums; tastings and guided tours on the paths of the
Transhumance; the Transhumance L'Aquila-Foggia organized by the group Tracturo3000 under
the patronage of the ltalian Senate; the Transumanza Frosolone-Foggia of the cattle of the
Colantuono farmily.

With Law no. 1089/1939 the "tratturi" paths were declared having archaeological interest. As
archaeologicall sites, they are State-property owned according to the Civil Code and also
inalienable in force of the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape.

Also at regionill level there are many legal instruments of protection and inhancement:

- Apulia Region: Regional Law no. 2912003 "Disciplina delle funzioni amministrative in materia di
Tratturi";

- Abruzzo Region: Regional Law no. 35/1986 "Tutela e utrlizzazione dei beni costituenti il
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demanio armentizio";

- Molise Region: Regional Law 1912005, "Promozione, tutela e valorizzazione del patrimonio
tratturale e della civiltà della transumanza nella Regione Molise".

There are also many public initiatives aiming, on the one hand, at the integration and the
protection of this heritage through specific programs, and on the other hand, at the promotion of
the function of intangible cultural heritage in the society through scientific and artistic events and
representative festivals and commemorations. Among these, there is the re-enactment of this
practice along the "Tratturo Magno" from Abruzzo to Apulia, a250 km long route that connects
L'Aquila to Foggia, organized every year by a group of volunteers, led by Pierluigi lmperiale,
veterinary and organizer of Tracturo 3000. Starting from September 29 and for about 10 days,
under the patronage of the ltalian Senate, it involves schools, fans and curious and of corse local
populations. Each stage of the Transhumance is a celebration; every day the journey ends with
dancing, musir: and tastings of local food at rural structures encountered along the way.

Studies and historical surveys on this tradition have been carried out by Universities, the National
Institute of Agricultural Economics and also by local cultural associations.

3.b. Safeguarding plan proposed

This section should identify and describe a feasible and sufficient safeguarding ptan that, within a time-frame of
approximately four years, would respond to the need for urgent safeguarding and substantially enhance the viability of
the element, if implemented. It is important that the safeguarding plan contain concrete measures and activities that
adequately respond to the identified threats to the element. The safeguarding measures should be descibed in terms
of concrete engagements of fhe Sfafes Pafties and communities and not only in terms of possibitities and potentialities.
States Pafties are reminded to present safeguarding plans and budgets that are proportionate to the resources that
can realistically be mobilized by the submitting State and that can feasibly be accomplished within the time per'iod
foreseen. Provide detailed information as follows:

a. What pimary objective(s) will be addressed and what concrete resulfs witt be expected?

b. What are the key activities to be caried out in order to achieve these expected results? Descibe the
activities in detail and in their besf sequence, addressing their feasibility.

c. Describe the mechanisms for the full participation of communities, groups or, if appropriate, individuats in
the prop<>sed safeguarding measures. Provide as detailed as possrb/e information about the communities, in
particular, practitioners and their roles in implementing safeguarding measures. The description should cover
not only the pafticipation of the communities as beneficiaries of technical and financial support, but also their
active participation in the planning and implementation of all of the activities.

d. Descibe the competent body with responsibility for the local management and safeguarding of the element,
and its human resources available for implementing the safeguarding ptan. (Contact information is fo be
provided in point 3.c below.)

e. Provide evidence that the Sfafe(s) Party(ies) concerned has the commitment to support the safeguarding
plan by creating favourable conditions for its implementation.

f. Provide it timetable for the proposed activities and estimate the funds required for their implementation (if
possib/e, in US dollars), identifying any available resources (govemmental sources, in-kind community inputs,
etc.).

Not fewer than 1,000 or more than 2,000 words

Considering the diagnosis presented in section 2 and safeguarding efforts in section 3.a the
following activities have to be considered to ensure:

- the sustainability of the practice and transmission of the element;

- awareness rirsing and participation of the community;

Many public and private organizations are constantly working to safeguard and promote the
vitality of heritage linked to the Transhumance through coordinated measures. The most
important ongoing or planned funded initiatives are set out in the context of the transnational
cooperation project "Vie e civiltà della Transumanza Patrimonio dell'Umanità" ("Transhumance
Cultural Heritage") aiming at safeguarding, promoting and preserving the element.

1. Transnational activities: organisation of events, surveys, reports, feasibility studies in the areas
of the regions involved: Molise, Campania, Abruzzo, Apulia; and also in Spain, France, Portugal,
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Greece and Sweden.

2. Economic actions: with the help of the European financial opportunities and programs to
enhance transhumance ald pastoralism, the development of trade, tourism and knowledge
between the countries of Europe which have common traditions related to farming, the mo.-st
important example is represented by the transnational cooperation project "Vie e Óiviltà dela
Transumanza Patrimonio dell'Umanità" ("Transhumance Cultural Heritagè") through which many
actions have been planned and financed - and partially already realized --from 200-9 to 2015,
3. Awareness rising and information activities: at the end oî 2014 the launch of a web site
dedicated to the Transhumance will ensure the dissemination of the information and the history
of the elemerrt; in particular, it will be realized for educational activities aimed mainly at young
people and schools, in order to promote the exchange of good practices, the downlóad óf treé
documents, thre sending of newsletters, as well as the e-commerce.

4. Promoting actions: in may 2014 the ltalian local communities in cooperation with other
European cornmunities signed a partnership agreement for the safeguarding of the practice,
submitting to UNESCO the impoftance of protecting the Transhumante at p-lural levels: as a
cultural element and also as a tangible cultural heritage, considering its iandscape and its
"tratturi" paths.

Special targets to consider are first of all students and yong people from 6 to 16 years: with the
help of local cultural associations, a calendar of trips, tours, interviews and other interactive
activities has already been scheduled to promote the contact between the new generations and
the.traditional practice. Moreover, the municipality of Castel del Monte in Abruizo presented a
projegt for firurncing a School for Shepherds on the basis of the announcement of competition
launched by Telecom Foundation to promote and enhance intangible cultural heritage.

"The Caravan of Transhumance" is an event conceived to be repeated during the year in order to
"connect" in a physical and in a logic sense the various Euiopean territories involved in the
ancient culture of the Transhumance, in a direct, original and impressive way. The project will
identify a European itinerary deparling from Molise Region in ltaly and coniluding in Lapland
through France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Denmark and Sweden. During the tour thiough
major cities and towns, the caravan will spread all over Europe, in direct contàct with the pub[c,
the image ancl the culturecof the territories involved with the Transhumance, in order to enhance
the element, the typical local products and ruraltourism circuits.

5. EXPO 2015: open from May 1 to October 31 2015, the Expo will host over 130 participants;
running for alrnost 200 days, this giant exhibition site is expected to welcome over 20 million
visitors. ltaly chose Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life as its central theme, so the Universal
Exposition will talk about the problems of nutrition, of the resources of the planet and the link
between man and nature. By the end of September 2014 Agenzia di Sviluppo Rurale Molise
Gruppo di Azione Locale (Molise Local Action Group) will prèsent a projeci to the Ministry of
Agriculture to ,ensure a stand and a calendar of related activities dedicated to the Transhumance
in the ltalian Pavillion.

6. Tourism related actions: trekking and hiking activities are organized by groups of volunteers
and members of local communities in Molise, Abruzzo and Apulia to spread among the public of
tourist and nature lovers the knowledge of the typical landscape and of the tradition of the
Transumance. In particular, in Molise it is still possible to live the real experience of the
Transhumance with the Colantuono family, the last family in the Region that practices it.

7. As part of the Rural Development Programmes - the main instrument for regions for planning
and financing interventions in agriculture, forestry and rural development - conliderable suppoi
has been givr:n, starting in the 2007-2013 programming period, to the safeguarding of the
Transhumance. In padicular, using the Axis lV of the PSR to the Leader approach (Liaisón entre
actions de développement de l'économie rural) and the measures required for the
implementation of local strategies, cooperation and management of GAL (Local Action Groups),
each region will contribute greatlyto the preservation of the practice and of the culture connected
to it. The continuation of the safeguard measures will benefit also of a series of measures,
activated for 2'-014-2020, which will not only expand the possibilities of obtain further financial
support, but also to realize broader forms of cooperation, such as that which has been activated
by the project of sheep tracks of the Transhumance. The participation of the broader social fabric
to the promotion of Transhumance also allow a diversification of funding sources and
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stakeholders, ensuring the implementation of a significant part of the safeguard measures, and
the temporal and spatial continuity necessary for the continuation of activities. The documents
attached to Sr:ction 5 of this dossier confirm the effectiveness of this network in supporting the
protection meiìsures related to human capabilities and material resources.

8. Transhumance: Molise and Abruzzi Regions allocated 75.000 € until 2016 to grant the practice
of the Transhumance on their territories; moreover several parallel events related to the pastoral
world are scheduled and financed with 50.000 €: ox cart races; ox cart parade with flowers; fire
ceremony and others. 100.000 € are allocated to carry out promotional activities (in the territories
of the local communities and also travelling activities) until the end of 2015.

3.c. Competent body(ies) involved in safeguarding
Provide the name, address and other contact information of the competent body(ies), and if applicable, the name and
title of the contact person(s), with responsibility for the local management and safeguarding of the element.

Name of the body: Autorità di Gestione Regione Molise

Name and title of the dott. Antonio Francioni
contact person:

l\ddress: Via Genova, 11

Telephone number: + 39 0874 314700

E-mail address: direzionefp@regione.molise.it

Other relevant AUTORITA Dl GESTIONE REGIONE CAMPANIA
information: 

soggetto referente della coope razioneDott. lgnazio Martino

indirizzo: Via G. Porzio - Centro Direzionale - lsola 4/6 - 80143 Napoli

telefono/fax: 0039.08 1 .79661 1 1

AUTORITA DI GESTIONE REGIONE BASILICATA

Soggetto referente della cooperazione: dr. Giuseppe Eligiato

indirizzo: Via V. Verrastro 10 - 85100 Potenza

telefono: 0039.0971.668715 fax: 0039.0971.668002

posta elettronica: giuseppe.eligiato@regione. basilicata. it

AUTORITA DI GESTIONE REGIONE ABRUZZO

Soggetto referente della cooperazione: dr Luigi De Collibus

indirizzo: Via Catullo 17 - Pescara

telefono/fax: 086.7671

posta elettronica: luigi.decollibus@regione. abruzzo. it

AUTORITA DI GESTIONE REGIONE PUGLIA

Soggetto referente della cooperazione: Dott. Gabriele Papa Pagliardini

indirizzo: Lungomare N. Sauro, 45147 -70121 Bari

telefono/fax : 080.5559553

posta elettronica: g.pagliardini@regione.puglia.it
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4. Gommunity participation and consent in the nom,ination process

For Criterion U.'4, the Sfafes sha// demonstrate that 'the element has been nominated fotlowing the widest posslb/e
pafticipation of the community, group or, if applicable, individuals concerned and with their free, pior and informed
consent'.

4.a. Participation of communities, groups and individuals concerned in the nomination
process

Describe how the community, group or, if applicable, individuats concerned have pafticipated actively in prepaing and
elaborating the nomination at allsfages.

Sfafes Parfles are encouraged to prepare nominations with the participation of a wide variety of all concemed parties,
including where appropriate local and regional governments, communitie,s, ÀrGoe research institutes, centres otf
expertise and others. States Pafties are reminded that the communities, groups and, in sofiie cases, individuals whose
intangible cultural heritage is concerned are essenfiat participants throughout the conception and elaboration of
nominations, proposals and requests, as well as the planning and implementation of safeguarding measures, and are
invited to devise creative measures to ensure that their widest possib/e pafticipation ii nuin in at every sfage, as
required by Artich= 15 of the Convention.

Not fewer than 300 or more than 500 words

The path that led the communities involved in undertaking the nomination of the Transhumance
in the UNESCO List started almost ten years ago and continued with many actions aiming at
enhancing the heritage of the Transhumance through the involvemeht of the varóus
communities and the different stakeholders:

- 2Q05, Tlre Agency for Rural Development Molise Local Action Group undertake the project to
maintain Transhumance and starts studies and researches about it.

- 2006: Transhumance from Apulia to Molise takes place and many works and studies about this
tradition are published (Natalino Paone Tratturi, Canadas, Drailles, drumurile oierilos, Molise in
Europe. Cosmo lannone, lsernia).

- 2Q07: the project "Parco dei regi Tratturi" is launched on the basis of a census of the paths
ilyo_!u^,lg_ m?ny European scholars from Spain - where the routes are already protectéd by
UNESCO - in Slovenia and France. The park aims at recover and protect the typi-cal landscapeó
from Abruzzo 1to Apulia.

- 2008: the firsit transnational alliances enters into force and a European partnership is launched
for the promotiion of Transhumance in Europe.

- 2009: the operational part of the cooperation project comes to an end. Three Transhumances
are realized in Europe, documented by publications and a documentary film. An International
Conference is organized at the closure of the project, with the signing of agreements with the
territory and llhe creation of the Partnership for the UNESCO nominatioÀ. The partnership
expands to Spain, Greece and Portugal, thus a new cooperation project is planned for the 2OO7-
2013 period.

- 2010: national partnership involves the following Regions: Abruzzo, Basilicata and Campania.
Transhumance between Apullia and Molise is realized with the name of "The Transhumance in

!!"1y". An agrelement with the superintendencies is proposed. The event "The White Night of
Transhumance" is launched in Basilicata.

- 2011: the Partnership Agreement is signed and the new transnational cooperation project
"Transhumance Cultural Heritage" is inserted into the PSL (Local Development Plans). Activiiies
spreading the Transhumance with schools and children begins. The event of Transhumance
between Apulia and Molise takes place.

- 2012: the Partnership Agreement is signed and the project of Transnational Cooperation is
launched.

- 2013: event of the Transhumance between Apulia and Molise. The municipalities are invited to
join the project.

- 2014: meetings of the transnational, national and local partnership of the Project "Vie e Civiltà
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della Transumanza Patrimonio dell'Umanità" ("Transhumance Cultural Heritage").

The local communities, through the GLAs and other associations, organized a series of meetings
with representatives of the communities, in order to create an application file shared in a bottom-
up approach. The meetings, which took place at different stages and in different modalities
(workshops, public events, seminars) obtained the following results:

1. updating anrd sharing of the meaning and the value of the UNESCO inscription;

2. sharing work modalities for the preparation of the application;

3, establishing a dialogue and the exchange of information among the different communities
involved;

4. discussing the various strategies of preservation put in place and planned;

5. promoting the actions already taken and those programmed for the coming years through the
transnational r:ooperation project "Transhumance Cultural Heritage" financed by Axis 4 "Leader
a pproach" Measu re 421 lnter-territorial and transnational cooperation.

Before the preparation of the application form, a phase of exploration was launched through the
preparation and distribution of questionnaires prepared by the Local Action Groups and diiected
to all groups ilnd individuals in the different regions who have been having a significant role in
the enhancement and protection of the culture of the Transhumance (such as the Colantuono
family). The collection of information from the questionnaires ensured the widespread
involvement of the stakeholders, and on the recognition of knowledge, experiences and know-
how which were fundamental for the preparation of the nomination form.

4.b. Free, prior and informed consent to the nomination
The free, pior and informed consent to the nomination of the element from the community, group or, if appticabte,
individuals concetmed may be demonstrated through written or recorded concurrence, or through other means,
according to the legal regimen of the State Pafty and the infinite variety of communities and groups concerned. The
Committee will welcome a broad range of demonstrations or affesfations of community consent in preference to
standard or uniform declarations. Evidence of free, prior and informed consent shatt be provided in one of the working
languages of the Committee (English or French), as well as the language of the community concerned if its members
use languages other than English or French.

Aftach to the nomination form information showing such consent and indicate below what documents you are providing
and what form they take.

Not fewer than 150 or more than 250 words

The entire pclpulation of the communities involved in the promotion of the Transhumance
(composed by local authorities, professional associations, cultural associations, cooperatives,
NGOs, foundations, research institutes and universities), took part in the nomination process,
demonstrating its consent, commitment, enthusiasm and total involvement in this vital element of
cultural herita5ye.

During the moments of meeting and dialogue with the local communities, they were informed
about the scope and nature of the proposed involvment and about its potential consequences in
order to ensure a fair and equitable sharing of the benefits that it will be able to bring, respecting
the customs and traditions that surround the Transhumance. A full disclosure of the information
relating to all aspects of the proposed project was also granted in a way that is accessible and
understandable for the people asked for their consent. Among them:

! the LocalAcfion Groups (GAL)who promoted the project;

! the Colantuono family;

! the CulturalAssociation of Quarto San Marciano in 2000:

! Group Tracturo3OOO in 2005;

n the Association "Salviamo la piana";

f Sarra Founclation:
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The agreement on consensus that the parties were asked to sign includes procedures to limit the
loss of the tangible and intangible heritage, the monitoring activities, the commercial use of the
cultural heritage and all other agreed measures for the promotion and enhancement of the
Transhumanc,e.

4.c. Respect for customary practices governing access to the element
Access to ceftain specific aspecfs of intangibte cultural heitage or to information about it is sometimes restricted by
customary practices enacted and conducted by the communities in order, for example, to maintain the secrecy of
certain knowledge. lf such practices exist, demonstrate that insciption of the element and implementation oí the
safeguarding measures would fully respect such customary practices goveming access to specific aspecfs of such
heritage (cf. Atticle 13 of the Convention). Describe any specific measures that might need to be taken to ensure such
respect.

lf no such practices exr's( p/ease provide a clear statement that there are no customaty practices goveming access fo
the element in at least 50 words.

4.d. Concerned community organization(s) or representative(s)
Provide detailed contact information for each community organization or representative, or other non-govemmental
organization, that is concemed with the element such as assoclafions, organizations, ctubs, guitds, steeing
commiftees, etc.:

a. Name of the entity

b. Name and title of the contact person

c. Address

Telephone number

E-mail

Oth e r re lev ant i nfo rm ation

- Agenzia di Sviluppo Rurale Molise Gruppo di Azione Locale S.c.r.l.

Nicola di Niro

Via G. B. Vico, 4 - 86100 Gampobasso

tel. +39 0874 699461

asvir@moligal.eu

- Consorzio GAL Gran Sasso Velino scarl L'Aquila (Ae)

Alessio Di Giulio

Via Mulino di Pile, 27 - 67100 L'Aquila

tel. +39 0862 i'01065

info@galg ransassovelin o. it

d

e

f.

Not fewerthan 50 or more than 250 words

There is no stage of the element of the Transhumance that is characterized by its secrecy: any
interested individual, in compliance with the spirit of sharing, respect for nature and cultural
exchange, who may want to approach the practice can be involved in it. Transhumance is a
moment of popular participation, as well as the expression of a cultural tradition. Therefore the
inclusion in the UNESCO List respects the right to access and to execute the practice of
Transhumance and will contribute in maintaining the element through an increasing visibility and
a greater participation.

Undoubtedly there are also some knowledge still jealously guarded by the families of pastoral
tradition (such as cheese making techniques; the production of different types of cheese; the
typical recipes of the Transhumance; the knowledge of the various pasture grasses with their
nutritional or toxic value, and their presence at some specific points of the route).
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- cAL C.S.R. MARMO MELANDRO s.c.a r.l.- Savoia di Lucania (pZ)

Nicola Manfrerdelli

c.da Perolla -.85050 Savoia di Lucania (pZ)

tel. +39 0971991661

csr@csrmarmomela nd ro. it

- GAL ALTO ITAMMARO rERRA DEt TRATTURT s.c.a.r.t. castetpagano (BN)

Massimo Di Tocco

Largo Municipio -82020 Santa Croce del Sannio (BN)

tel. + 39 0824950394

info@galtammaro.it

- GAL GARGI\NO s.c.a.r.l. Monte S. Angeto (FG)

Nicola Abbatantuono

Via Sant'Antonio Abate 119 -71037 Monte Sant,Angelo (FG)
+ 39 0884 56tt164

galgargano@legalmait. it

- Colantuono f'amily

Carmina Colantuono

- Associazione Culturale Quarto San Marciano

- Gruppo Tracturo3000

lmperiale

tratturomagno@gmail.com

- Associazionel Salviamo La Piana

salviamolapiana@g mail. com

- Fondazione lSarra
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5. Incl'uslon of the element in an inventory

For Criterion U.5, the Sfafes sha// demonstrate that 'the element is included in an inventory of the intangibte cultural
heritage presenl in the territory(ies) of the submitting Sfafe(s) Party(ies) as defined in Àrtictes tt ana t2 of the
Convention'.

lndicate below w'hen the element has been included in the inventory, its reference and identify the inventory in which
the element has been included and the office, agency, organization or body responsible for màintaining that inventory.
Demonstrate belaw that the inventory has been drawn up in conformity with the Convention, in pafticular Afticte 11 (b)
that stipulates that intangible cultural heitage shatt be identified and defined 'with the pafticipation of communitieó,
groups and relevant non-govemmental organizations' and Articte 12 requiring that inventories be regularly updated.

The nominated element's inclusion in an inventory should not in any way impty or require that the inventory(es) shoutd
have been completed prior to nomination. Rather, a submitting State Party may be in the process of óoìmpieting or
updating one or more inventoies, but has already duty inctuded the nominaied element on an inventory-in-progresl.

Documentary evidence shall also be provided in an annex demonstrating that the nominated element is included in an
i1v9ntory of the intangible cultural heitage present in the tenitory@s) of the submitting Sfafe(s) party(ies), as defined
in Articles 11 and 12 of the Convention; such evidence shalt include a relevant extraci of the inventóry1iós1 in English
or in French, as well as in the original language if different. tt may be complemented by a reference betowlo a
functioning hyperlink through which such an inventory may be accessàd, but the hyperlink atóne is not sufficient.

Not fewer than 150 or more than 250 words

The National Museum of Popular Arts and Traditions of Rome, the only public museum in ltaly
with. specific expertise in the field of etno antropology, belonging to-tÉe Ministry of Culturdl
Heritage, has an important section devoted to pastorai-farming, to the organization and division
of labor of the pastors and to the pastoral economy of the Tianshumanóe. This inclusion was
supported by an important inventorying process of the practice promoted through the direct
involvement of local communities. lt can be seen at the follówing link:
http://m useonilzionaletrad izionipopolari.tu m bl r. com/.

ln addition, the local community, in the person of the project coordinator, Nicola Di Niro, on
September 15 2014 required the enrollment of the Transhumance in the Register of historic rural
landscapes, agricultural practices and traditional knowledge, established by-Decree no. 17017 of
13 November 2012 _by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fóod and Forestiy. This Register, as
established _!y tne Decree, is updated every year upon request of lócal commrinities by
September 30.

It has to be mention that the Transhumance is an element also enrolled in the Register of
intangible.heritage of Lombardy Region, created in 2009 for the collection of traditional p-ractices
with the aim of implementing the 2003 UNESCO Convention.
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6. Documentation

6.a. Appended documentation (mandatory)
The documentation listed below is mandatory and witt be used in the process of evaluating and examining the
nomination. The photographs and the video witt atso be hetpfut for visibitiiy activities if the etement is inscribedl Tick
the following bo.xes fo confirm that retated items are inctuded with the nomination and that they foilow the instructions.
Additional materials other than those specified below cannot be accepted and witt not be returied.

6.b. Principal published references (optional)
tes may wish to list, using a standard bibtiographic format, principal pubtished references providing
information on the element, such as books, aiictes, audio-visua! màteriats or websites. Such pubtishe"d
of be sent along with the nomination.

n

!

n
n
n

documentary evidence of the consent of communities, along with a translation into English or
Fr,ep66 if the language of concerned community is other than English or French

documentary evidence demonstrating that the nominated element is included in an inventory
of the intangible cultural heritage present in the territory(ies) of the submitting State(s)
Party(ies), as defined in Articles 11 and 12 of the Convention; such evidencò shall incluoe a
relevant extract of the inventory(ies) in English or in French, as well as in the original
language if different

10 recent photographs in high definition

cession(s) of rights corresponding to the photos (Form ICH-07-photo)

edited video (from 5 to 10 minutes), subtitled in one of the languages of the Committee
(Ettglish or French) if the language utilized is other than English or French

cession(s) of rights corresponding to the video recording (Form lcH-07-video)n

Not to exceed one standard page.

' Ratfaele Colapietra, Transumanza e società, Adelmo Polla Editore, Cerchio (Aq), 1993;

i Luigi Piccioni, La transumanza nell'Abruzzo montano tra Seicento e Settecento, Adelmo
Polla Editore, Cerchio (Aq), 1997;

' Paone lrlatalino Tratturi, canadas, drailles, drumurile oierilos. Cosmo lannone Editore
2006:

' Astrid Fellicano, Geografia e storia dei tratturi del Mezzogiorno. lpotesi di
funzionale di ulna risorsa antica, Aracne, 2007

' Walter Capezzali, La Transumanza nella storia e nella bibliografia in
transumanzat afte e cultura, Arkhé, L'Aquila, 200g

' Alessandro Busca, Beniamino Di Rico, Valter Fabietti, Una via per I'Europa: il parco dei
tratturi, Dierre, 2007

' Ministero dell'Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio - Direzione per la protezione della
Natura, Università "G. D'Annunzio" di Chieti Pescara, Università degli studi del Molise, Antiche
infrastrutture per uno sviluppo compatibile, Dierre, 2004

' Beniamino Di Rico, ll riuso delle infrastrutture storiche. iterritori della transumanza, Dierre,
2003

' Politecnico di Milano Tutela, conservazione e valorizzazione di un paesaggio lineare. Le
vie della transumanza, 2Q02

' Appennino Parco d'Europa - Studi d'area di Abruzzo, Molise e Puglia, Ed. Alinea, 2004

' Saverio lRusso, Tra Abruzzo e Puglia - La transumanza dopo la dogana, Franco Angeli,
2002

Franco Ciampitti, llTratturo, L'Arte Tipografica, Napoli, 196g

recupero

Tratturi e
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: .. . 
pt"t-!yigi De Santis, Tratturi i Transumanza, Profilitra passato, presente e progettualità, WipEdizioni, 2013

' Elsa Bruni M., Abruzzo. sotto il segno della transumanza, Tinari, 2009
' Saverio Russo, Biagio Salvemini, Ragion pastorale, ragion di Stato, Viella, 2007
' Saverio Russo, Tra Abruzzo e Puglia, La transumanza dopo la Dogana, Angeli, 2002
' . Sergio \/arini, La. montagna che vive in pianura,. XIX e XX due secoli di migrazioni diuomini e transumanze di bestiame, Bozzetto, 20bg

' Dalmazia Puopolo, Le vie della transumanza. Storie e tradizioni dei tratturi pescasseroli-
Candela, Foggia-Camporeale, ll Castello, 2007
. Luigi Mucciante, La Mena delle pecore in puglia, Arkhè, 2006
' Franca Pirolo, La transumanzain Basilicata in età moderna. Tratturi, Maesserie, Reintegre,Scientifica, 20t)5

' lvone Diomede, La transumanza. pastori, greggi, tratturi, Giappichelli,2oo2
. Romano Canosa, Transumanzae potere, Menabò,2002

' Nicola Ciarlillo, Lungo i percorsi deltempo. ll Molise della transu manza, eiarlillo,2Ol,4
' Raffaele Colapietra, La Dogana di Foggia, Edizionidel Centro Libro, Bari,1g72
' Pasquale Di Cicco, ll Molise e la Transu manza, Cosmo lannone Editore, lsernia, 1997
' Barbara Sansonetti, ll Tratturo. ll lungo viaggio della transu manza, lanieri, 2012
' Pasquale Di Cicco, La Transum anza e gli antichi tratturi del Tavoliere, 19g6. Stefano Di Stefano, Della Ragion pastorale, Napoli, 1731
. Gabriele D'Annunzio,l pastori, 190g

' Georg Lir:betanz, Caminandosi, Tratturo Tratturo..., Soveria Mannelli (CZ), lggg
' Francesco Longano,Viaggio per lo contado di Molise nell'ottobre del 17g6, Napoli, 17gg. Marco Terenzio Varrone, De Re rustica, epoca romana

:. Ugo. Sprengel, La pastorizia transumante nell'ambiente dell'ltalia centro-meridionale,
Marburg, 1971

' Natalino lPaone, La transumanza. lmmagini di una civiltà, Cosmo lannone, lsernia, 19g7

: , . AA W,. L-ungo i tratturi. Un viaqgio per i sentieri della transumanza, E.N.A.l.p. Molise eGobierno de Ler Rioja (Spagna), Logroió,lggZ
' Gianmaria Galanti, Memoria per la strada nuova del Contado di Molise, Napoli, 17g2
' Emilio Gabba - Marinella Pasquinucci, Strutture agrarie e alevamento transumantenell'ltalia romarìa, Giardini Edizioni, pisa, 1979 

'

' Luigi Mannmarella, Storia del pastore, Borgia edizioni, Roma, 1990

' Raffaele Colapietra, Transumanza e società, Adelmo Polla Editore, Cerchio (Aq), 1993

i Luigi Picc;ioni, La transumanza nell'Abruzzo montano tra Seicento e Settecento, AdelmoPolla Editore, Cerchio (Aq), 19g7;

' Paone Natalino, Tratturi, canadas, drailles, drumurile oierilos. Cosmo lannone Editore2006;

' Astrid Pellicano, Geografia e storia dei tratturi del Mezzogiorno. lpotesi di recuperofunzionale di unra risorsa antióa, Aracne,2007

' Walter C;apezzali, La Transumanza nella storia e nella bibliografia in Tratturi etransumanza: arte e cultura, Arkhé, L,Aquila,20)g

' Alessandro Busca, Beniamino Di Rico, Valter Fabietti, Una via per l'Europa: il parco deitratturi, Dierre, 11007
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' Frangois Lerin, Pastoralism méditerranéen. Patrimoine culturel et
développement durable, CIHEAM, 201 0

paysager et

7. Signature(s) on behatf of the State(s) paÉy(ies)

The nomination should conclude with the signature of the officiat empowered to sign it on behatf of the State party,
together with his or her name, titte and the date of submissi n.

ln the case of multi-national nominations, the document shoutd contain the name, titte and signature of an officiat of
each Sfafe Party submifting the nomination.

Nerme:

ll-itle:

Date:

Signature:

Nicola

di Niro

30 settembre 2014

Name(s), title(s) and signature(s) of other officiat(s) (For mutti-nationat nominations only)
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